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1. Introduction 

Welcome to DEPATISnet! 

DEPATISnet is the database of the German Patent and Trade Mark Office (DPMA) for free online 
searches of patent publications from all over the world. You can use the internal electronic DEPATIS 
document archive (German patent information system) of the office. 

DEPATISnet gives you access to a document archive with well over 130 million data records from 
about 100 countries, almost 60% of which are directly available to you as PDF files. It enables you to 
conduct online prior art searches published in the patent literature from all over the world, which is 
stored in the DEPATIS data archive. The specially developed search software offers a basic search and 
an advanced search. 

Technical requirements 

To display patent documents in PDF format on your computer you need the Adobe Reader plugin for 
your browser. You can get a free download of the program at https://www.adobe.com. 

We have tested the following versions or combinations of versions: 

• Firefox Version 88.0.1 (64Bit) 
• Google Chrome Version 91.0.4472.77.132 (64Bit) 
• Opera Version 76.0.4017.154 
• Adobe Acrobat DC Reader Version 2021.001.20155 

Display of pages usually works also with other browsers or older browser versions or other or older 
version of the Adobe Reader, but it may alter the look of the pages and they may not support certain 
features. 
We hope you understand that, due to the large variety of possible versions and different browsers, 
we are unable to answer enquiries regarding their behaviour, performance and possible errors. 

General help 

The homepage of the DEPATISnet database contains information on the different search modes: 
Basic, Advanced, Expert, Ikofax, Patent family and PIZ support. You can select the search form of your 
choice by clicking on the relevant link – for example “Basic”. 

https://www.dpma.de/english/search/depatisnet/index.html
https://www.adobe.com/
https://www.dpma.de/english/search/depatisnet/index.html
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Data coverage 

You will get an overview on the contents of the DEPATIS search database by countries and database 
fields in the table Data coverage. You will find it under the Service link. 

Search result 

The results of your search are first displayed in tabular form as a result list.  

Please note: 

10,000 is the maximum number of results (hits) that can be displayed in a result list. If the number of 
results exceeds the maximum number, the 10,000 documents in the result list are a random selection 
from the total number of results (total hits). 

Your search terms are shown in bold and highlighted in the selected text fields of the result list. 

To display the result list, tick the following check boxes provided on the search form (publication 
number, application date, publication date, et cetera): 

https://depatisnet.dpma.de/DepatisNet/depatisnet?window=1&space=menu&content=index&action=datenbestand&switchToLang=en
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You can choose in the field “Search list sorted by”  how you want your list to be sorted, for exam-
ple, by applicant, publication date, classes. 

You can select from the result list which documents you want to display . 

In the result list you can replace or remove family members and display PDF documents. 
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To completely delete your entries in the search form, click on the link “Delete request”: 

Please note that the search query times out after the maximum period of time. A timeout often oc-
curs if your search query contains many components that use truncation. In this case, please check 
your query and modify it, if necessary. 

If you do not use DEPATISnet for more than 28 minutes, a pop-up window will appear with a mes-
sage. Then you have two minutes to continue or end the session. 

2. Search 

In this area, you will find information on the different search functions available under DEPATISnet. 

2.1 Smart search 

Smart search is an easy way to conduct searches for patents and utility models. You can enter publi-
cation numbers (PN), names of owners (PA) and inventors (IN) as well as search terms (BI) in the 
search field. 
If you enter the publication number without a country code, e.g. US, the search only covers the DE, 
DD, EP and WO data subsets. 
Please note that entering publication numbers with spaces, e.g. DE 100 00 344, will not return a re-
sult. 
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Truncation characters (wildcards) are allowed. If several terms are entered, they are automatically 
linked by a Boolean "AND". 
The generated result list also contains a button to refine the search. Clicking the button will take you 
to the "Advanced search", where you can refine your search. 

2.2 Basic search 

Select the Basic search if you are a newcomer or have very little experience in searching for patents 
and utility models.  

The Basic search allows you to carry out searches – by using simple queries – in the most frequently 
used search fields. Notes, explanations and research examples regarding the individual search fields 
are available in section 2.7. 

Fill in at least one search field. The input is not case-sensitive.  
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Truncation characters (wildcards) are allowed. 

Search terms entered in several fields are automatically combined by the “AND” operator. Several 
search terms entered in one field are combined by the “L” operator.  

In the Basic search, it is not possible to perform an “OR” combination of terms. For searches with 
other operators you can use the Advanced search, Expert search and the IKOFAX search. 

If your query contains a syntax error, an error message will be displayed. 

Special feature when searching by classification fields: When you enter an IPC code, a search across 
all classification fields (IC) will be conducted in the Basic search. As a result, the maximum number of 
10,000 results to be displayed will be exceeded in many cases.  

To reduce the number of results, you can add additional search criteria such as publication periods or 
country codes in the corresponding search fields. 

2.3 Advanced search 

This additional search option offers more fields to select from than the “Basic search”, but is not as 
complex as the “Expert” or IKOFAX” search modes and offers many options for customising the 
search form. 

First select “Advanced” under the item “Search” on the DEPATISnet homepage. A single-line input 
field appears with a drop-down list for selecting the field name (e.g. Inventor, Application date, etc.). 
Click the + button to add further input fields. Individual search fields can be linked by the Boolean op-
erators “AND”, “OR” and “NOT”. Furthermore, there is a function to bracket search terms. 

https://depatisnet.dpma.de/DepatisNet/depatisnet?window=1&space=menu&content=index&action=index&switchToLang=en
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The fields to select from are: 

• Publication number 
• Kind code 
• Title 
• Search in full text 
• Applicant/Owner 
• Inventor 
• All classification fields 
• Bibliographic IPC 
• Reclassified IPC 
• Publication date 
• Application date 
• Priority year 
• Country of priority  

Example:  

You are looking for German patents of the owner “Siemens” from the application year 2017. The pa-
tents are to include the keywords “Herstellung” or “Verfahren”. 

Input:  
For the search field displayed select “Applicant/Owner” in the drop-down list and enter the name 
“Siemens”. By clicking the + button you can add further input fields. To the left of the input fields is a 
drop-down list with the Boolean operators. The “AND” operator is set by default. 
Select “Publication number” for the country, “Application date” for the time period and “Kind code” 
for patents and fill the input fields as shown in the screenshot. 

To enter the keywords “Herstellung” or “Verfahren”, click the + button and also the () button, select 
“Search in full text” and enter “Herstellung”. For “Verfahren”, click the + button again and select 
“Search in full text”. Click “OR” in the drop-down list of Boolean operators and start the search. 
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For clarification, here is the search query as it appears above the result list: 

PA=siemens AND PC=de AND AD=j-2017 AND PCOD=b# AND (BI=(verfahren) OR BI=(herstellung)) 

Note: If you enter several terms in the fields “Title” or “Search in full text”, the search query is carried 
out with an “L” operator. 

2.4 Expert search 

The Expert mode may be the preferred search mode for experienced searchers, familiar with patent 
and utility model searches. This mode also allows you to create complex search queries. 

Enter your search terms and the respective operators in this query box. Choose from the drop-down 
menu “Available fields” the entry of the data field in which you want to search. Click on the chosen 
data field to transmit the corresponding field code to the search query box above. You can also di-
rectly enter the field code in the search query box.  

You will find a list of available fields in section 2.7. 
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Operators and wildcards can be transmitted in the same way. Tooltips are provided for operators and 
wildcards.  

In the Expert mode and Ikofax mode, previous searches made during a session will be saved and can 
be retrieved during the session. In the History field at the end of the search form you can insert these 
search queries or replace an existing query.  

The saved queries are retained even after the end of the session. The number of saved queries is lim-
ited to 100. If the number is higher, the oldest queries are deleted automatically. 
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2.4.1 Search examples 

Search  Enter  

Applicant/Owner: Siemens  PA=siemens 

Applicant/Owner: Siemens 
Publication date: 01.03.2010  

PUB=01.03.2010 AND PA=siemens  

Applicant/Owner: Siemens 
Inventor: Braun 
Publication date: on or after 01.03.2010  

PA=siemens AND IN=Braun UND 
PUB>= 01.03.2010 

Applicant/Owner: Daimler or DaimlerChrysler 
Publication date: November 2009  

PUB=M11-2009 AND PA=daimler? 

Search in the abstract for terms “Jodlösung” or “Borlösung” 
(exactly three characters preceding “...lösung”)   

AB=!!!lösung 

Search in the title for terms “Heizung” or “Ölheizung” or 
“Gasheizung” 
(no or up to 3 characters preceding “...heizung”) 

TI=###heizung 

Search in the claims for terms “Fahrzeug” or “Kraftfahr-
zeug” or “Nutzfahrzeug” 
(no or infinitely many characters preceding “...fahrzeug”)   

CL=?fahrzeug 

Search in the full text for terms “Programmabschnitt” or 
“Programmabschnitte” and “Administration”/”administra-
tive”/”administra...”  

BI=(programmabschnitt# AND ad-
ministra?) 

Search for the bibliographic IPC < F17D 5/00 >  ICB=F17D5/00 
ICB=F17D5-00 
ICB='F17D 5/00' 
ICB=F17D0005000000 (standard-
ised) 

Search for the search file IPC < F17D 5/00 M > ICP=F17D5/00M 
ICP=F17D5-00M 
ICP='F17D 5/00 M' 
ICP=F17D000500000M (standard-
ised) 
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Search  Enter  

Search for the bibliographic IPC < F04D 13 > [with all sub-
groups] 

ICB=F04D13/? 
ICB=F04D13-? 
ICB='F04D 13/?' 
ICB=F04D0013? (standardised) 

2.4.1.1 Search examples for the proximity operator (NOTW) 

Expert mode: Bi = (mechanische (NOTW) Regler) 

Rule: The search will only find documents which must include the first search term and may in-
clude the second search term. 
However, if the second search term is included in the text, it must not directly follow the first 
search term. 

Expert mode: Bi= (Regler AND (mechanische (NOTW) Regler)) 
Rule: The search will only find documents which must include both search terms. 
However, the second search term must not directly follow the first search term. 

2.4.1.2 Search examples for the proximity operator (D) 

Expert mode: Bi= (multi(D)media) 

2.4.1.3 Searches in the date fields 

For information on all admissible entry formats for date values (in the date fields “Publication date”, 
“Application date” and “Priority date”) please refer to the Help chapter “Searchable fields”. 

2.4.1.4 Searches in the text fields 

The following applies to searches in the text fields “Title”, “Abstract”, “Description”, “Claims”, “Full 
text data”: 

The following should be noted for search terms with word separators (see list below): 
Convert word separators into the proximity operator “D”. In a search request containing search 
terms with a word separator, these terms will be treated like two separate terms following in direct 
sequence. The advantage is that the search will also return publications containing a search term 
with a word separator that differs from the word separator you used in your search request: For ex-
ample, the term “DVB-T” (with a hyphen) will return “DVB T” (with a space) and DVBT. 

http://depatisnet.dpma.de/prod/en/hilfe/recherchierbarefelder/index.html#aPUB
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Example in the “Title” field:  
Search for documents with a title containing the term “DVB-T” 
Search: TI = ( DVB(D)T ) 

You want to search for the word “Personalcomputer” in the title or full text. To find all occurrences of 
the term “Personalcomputer” as well as its spelling variations “Personal-Computer” (with a hyphen) 
or “Personal Computer” (in two words) at the same time you should enter the below search request 
in the Expert mode.  

Enter the following search request in the Expert search mode: 

Full text data: BI= (personal(D)computer) 

Word separators are  

• spaces 
• tabs 
• line breaks 
• sentence separators such as periods, commas, question marks, et cetera. 
• hyphens 
• operators 
• other special characters such as, for example, ? or $ 

The @ character is not a word separator.   

2.4.1.5 Searches in the fields “Applicant/Owner”, “Inventor” 

In case of several applicants or several inventors, these data fields contain two or more data compo-
nents each consisting of the respective given name + family name + town + country code (for compa-
nies: company name + town + country code). To separate them, enter a semicolon between the 
names of the applicants or inventors. Use the (L) operator for a search in these fields. This operator 
will prompt the system to put your entries in the desired relationship to each other during the 
search. 
Example: 
Anna Meier from Lemgo and Bernd Huber from Olpe are joint applicants of the invention “XY”. 

To search for one of the applicants, here “Anna Meier”, in the field “Applicant/Owner” enter: PA = ( 
Anna(L)Meier )  
Due to the (L) operator the search will return only the (correct) result regarding the invention “XY”. 
The search will also return this result if you enter PA = (Meier(L)Lemgo) or if you enter PA = 
(Anna(L)Lemgo). 
If you want to search for both applicants, you must enter the following query: 
PA=((Anna(L)Meier) and (Bernd(L)Huber)) 
A search for PA=(Meier(L)Huber) or PA=(Anna(L)Huber) will not return any result at all or an incorrect 
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result, since the (L) operator only searches in a subsection (segment) of the data field, not across the 
entire field. 

It is true that the invention “XY” also contains the components “Anna” and “Huber” in the data field 
“Applicant/Owner”, but not in the same subsection (segment). 

2.5 IKOFAX search 

 In this mode, you can formulate your search query directly in the IKOFAX Messenger query language 
– the internal search language of DEPATIS.   

You will find a list of available fields in section 2.7. 

Enter your search terms and the respective operators in this input field. 

Examples of search expressions: 

• Bolzen/TI 
Finds all documents containing “Bolzen” in the title. 

• (Bolzen OR Schraube)/TI alternatively Bolzen/TI OR Schraube/TI 
Finds all documents containing “Bolzen” or “Schraube” in the title. 

• (Bolzen (3W) Schraube)/AB AND Metall?/TI 
Finds all documents containing the words “Bolzen” and “Schraube” in the abstract in the indi-
cated order, with not more than 3 other words between “Bolzen” and “Schraube”  and addi-
tionally containing the word “Metall...” in the title. 
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• A01D34/00/ICI (L) A01D101:00/ICI 
Finds all documents containing a linked index class (ICI field) containing both IPC “A01D34/00” 
and IPC “A01D101:00”, for example, a document with index class (A01D34/00, A01D101:00). 

• 20.12.1999/PRD (L) 19961561/PRN (L) DE/PRC 
Finds all documents where a German priority (DE/PRC) occurs with file number 19961561 
(/PRN) of 20 December 1999 (/PRD). 

• 20.12.1999/PRD AND 19961561/PRN AND DE/PRC 
Finds all documents where at least one German priority occurs, and at least one priority of 20 
December 1999 and at least one priority with file number 19961561. 

• /PUB > 20.08.2010 
Finds all documents published after 20 August 2010 (PUB = date of publication) 

• 'B23H 1/?'/ICM 
Finds all documents whose main class (ICM) starts with “B23H 1/ …” , for example, B23H 1/00, 
B23H 1/02 

• B23H?/ICM 
Finds all documents whose main class (ICM) starts with “B23H …” , for example, B23H 1/00 

• DE/PC AND 03.05.01/pub AND C07D?/IC 
Finds all German documents (/PC) published on 3 May 2001 and having a symbol of the IPC 
class C07D. 

• DE/PC AND 2001/PY AND B23H?/ICM 
Finds all German documents (/PC) published in 2001 and having an IPC main class B23H... . 

• CH/PC AND 2001>=/PY>=1999 AND B23H?/ICM 
Finds all Swiss documents (/PC) published in 1999, 2000 or 2001 and having a symbol of the 
IPC main class B23H. 

• DE19512123/PN 
If you do not know the kind code of a publication number, just enter the country code and the 
number. The search finds all documents whose publication number starts with DE19512123. 

• F17D0005000000/ICB 
Standardised search request for all documents with the bibliographic IPC F17D 5/00 

• F17D5/00M/ICP alternatively 'F17D5/00 M'/ICP 
Search request for all documents with the search file IPC F17D 5/00 M 

• F04D13-?/ICB alternatively 'F04D13/?'/ICB alternatively 'F04D 13/?'/ICB 
Search request for documents with the bibliographic IPC F04D 13/... 
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2.6 Patent family search 

General information: 
The definition “family search” is equivalent to the term “patent family search”. 

Definition patent family 

A patent family designates a group of patent documents, which are related to each other like a fam-
ily. All documents can be traced back to the same first filing (priority).  

The advantage of a patent family is that you can obtain an overview of the expansion of the IP right in 
other countries. Moreover, a document of the patent family might possibly be available in a publica-
tion language that is easier for you to understand. 

Enter the publication number to search for members of a patent family. You will get a result list. 
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2.7 PIZ support 

Are you unsure how to formulate a search query on the search form or develop a search strategy? If 
you do not have any prior experience with patent searches, the mode “PIZ support”, integrated into 
DEPATISnet, is the easiest way for you to get started. 

In cooperation with the patent information centres (PIZ) the DPMA offers two different support op-
tions:  

• the assisted search  
• the interactive “Info-Lotse” service – your personal online search support 

Assisted search  

Start by formulating a plain-language question for which you would like to conduct a patent search 
and enter it in the field provided for this purpose. Choose a German patent information centre from 
the listbox below the input field. 
Type in your details as completely as possible. Please also indicate your fax number if you wish to re-
ceive the answer by fax. 
After a short while, experts at the patent information centres will assist you. If necessary, additional 
chargeable services may be provided. 

The interactive “Info-Lotse” service – your personal online search support 

The interactive “Info-Lotse” service is an individual online service of the patent information centres 
(PIZ) which provides search help by a PIZ expert to enable fast, efficient and comprehensive searches 
in DEPATISnet. The joint search starts via a virtual meeting point. The special feature is that screens 
of the search expert and the customer show the same contents. The person interested in the search 
can observe on their own computer how the PIZ expert develops a search strategy in the Internet da-
tabase or, similar to the pilot in the harbour, the customer receives support by a PIZ expert during 
the search. The expert can rectify errors and provides interactive and individual explanations of pa-
tent classes, database contents and on how to formulate search queries. Parallel to what is referred 
to as co-browsing, the results of the search can be discussed by telephone and further information 
can be given. The search steps to be taken and the search results become transparent and compre-
hensible. As individual support is provided, a fee is charged for this service.  
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2.8 Searchable fields 

The table below lists the data fields available for searching in the Basic, Expert and IKOFAX modes. 

Field name Field Search mode 

  Basic Expert IKOFAX 

Publication data  

 
Publication number  (PN) + + + 

  Country of publication  (PC) + + + 

  Publication date (PUB) + + + 

  Publication year  (PY)  + + 

  Applicant/Owner (PA) + (L) + + 

  Inventor (IN) + (L) + + 

  Kind code (PCOD) + + + 

        

Text fields  Title (TI) + + + 

  Abstract (AB)  + + 

  Description  (DE)  + + 

  Claims (CL)  + + 

  
Full text data (DE, EP WO 
and US only!) 
 

(BI) + + + 
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Field name Field Search mode 

  Basic Expert IKOFAX 

Application data  Application number (AN)  + + 

  Country of application (AC)  + + 

  Application date (AD)  + + 

  Application year (AY)  + + 

        

Priority  data  Priority number (PRN)  + + 

  Country of priority (PRC)  + + 

  Priority date (PRD)  + + 

  Priority year (PRY)  + + 

        

Citations  Cited patent documents (CT)  + + 

  Cited non-patent literature (CTNP)  + + 

        

Bibliographic data  

IPC fields  

Bibliographic IPC (global 
field) (ICB)  + + 

  IPC main class (ICM)  + + 

  IPC secondary class (ICS)  + + 

  IPC additional class (ICA)  + + 
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Field name Field Search mode 

  Basic Expert IKOFAX 

  IPC index classes (ICI)  + + 

  
Version of the IPC main, sec-
ondary and additional clas-
ses 

(ICMV, 
ICSV, 
ICAV) 

 + + 

  
Classification level of the IPC 
main, secondary and addi-
tional classes 

(ICML, 
ICSL, ICAL)  + + 

        

Reclassified IPC 

fields  

Reclassified IPC (global field) 
 (MCD)  + + 

  MCD main class (MCM)  + + 

  MCD secondary class (MCS)  + + 

  MCD additional class  (MCA)  + + 

  
Classification level of MCD 
main, secondary and addi-
tional classes 

(MCML, 
MCSL, 
MCAL) 

 + + 

        

Other classification 
fields 

 

Search file IPC (ICP)  + + 

  Cooperative patent classifi-
cation (CPC)  + + 
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Field name Field Search mode 

  Basic Expert IKOFAX 

  All classification fields (IC) + + + 

        

Other fields 

  Field available (FA)   + 

  Field not available  (FN)   + 

Below you find a short explanatory description of the searchable data fields. 

For the available data of the individual search fields please refer to the table Data coverage. 

Publication number (PN) 

An IP application or granted IP right is published under the publication number. It consists of a coun-
try code, document number and kind code.  

More information about publication numbers of German and foreign patent offices is available (in 
German) at: 
DPMAinformativ no. 3 “Informationen über Patentdokumente des In- und Auslands (IPIA)”. 

https://depatisnet.dpma.de/DepatisNet/depatisnet?window=1&space=menu&content=index&action=datenbestand&switchToLang=en
http://www.dpma.de/service/veroeffentlichungen/dpmainformativ/index.html
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Input options  

Search for Search expression 

DE 10328846 A1  
(Country code, document number, kind code) 

DE10328846A1 

– alternative spelling   DE 10328846 A1 

– standardised format: country code, 12-digit document number, kind code   DE000010328846A1 

All publications (A1, B4, ... ) for DE10328846   DE10328846 

Publications with country code “DE”   DE 

Publications with country code “DE” and with kind code “B3”   DE?B3 

Note on publication numbers DE from 1978 to 2003 

For publications of the international application (WO-PCT) in German translation, for example 
DE2853481, or publication of the patent claims of the European patent application in German trans-
lation, for example DE9487, please enter the number without the kind code in the field Publication 
number. 

Country of publication (PC) 

The country where the IP application or patent specification has been published. 
A list of the two-letter country codes is available at: Standard ST. 3. 

Publication date (PUB) 

The date of the publication of an IP application or granted IP right by printing or a similar process. 

Table 1: Date values 
Table 2: Date ranges

https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/standards/en/pdf/03-03-01.pdf
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Date values 

Example   Scheme   Type  

06.03.2009 dd.mm.yyyy German format  

6.03.2009 d.mm.yyyy German format  

06.3.2009 dd.m.yyyy German format  

6.3.2009 d.m.yyyy German format  

06.03.09 dd.mm.yy German format  

6.03.09 d.mm.yy German format  

06.3.09 dd.m.yy German format  

6.3.09 d.m.yy German format  

20091026 yyyymmdd ISO format (without separators)  

Date ranges 

Example   Scheme   Type  

M01-2009 M < mm > - < yyyy > all data records from the 1st month of the year 2009 
(January 2009)   

KW12-2009 KW < ww > - < yyyy > all data records from the 12th calendar week of 2009   

Q3-2009 Q < q > - < yyyy > all data records from the 3rd quarter of 2009   

J-2009 J - < yyyy > all data records from the year 2009  
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Publication year (PY) 

The year of publication of an IP right.  

Applicant/Owner/Inventor (global field in the Basic search) 

A search in this field simultaneously finds applicants, owners and inventors of published patents and 
patent applications as well as owners of published utility models. Applicants and owners may be nat-
ural or legal persons (for example, companies), inventors can only be natural persons. Naming of in-
ventors is only applicable in the patent procedure; consequently, utility model data do not include 
the field “Inventor”.  

Input options  

Search for Search expression 

Heinrich Schmidt   Heinrich Schmidt 

Company “Schmidt und Söhne“ alternative spelling “Schmidt & 
Söhne“   

schmidt söhne 

“Schmidt” from Unna   schmidt unna 

Applicant/Owner/Inventor from Canada  
[Country codes in WIPO-Standard ST. 3]   

CA 

Company “Smith” in Canada   smith ca 

Schmidt alternative spelling Schmid   schmid# 

Schmitt alternative spelling Schmitz   schmit! 

...schmitt  
Examples: Schmitt, Kleinschmitt, Goldschmitt   

?schmitt 

Schmi(e)dl...  
Examples: Schmidl, Schmiedler, Schmidleitner   

schmi#dl? 

http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/standards/en/pdf/03-03-01.pdf
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Applicant/Owner (PA) 

A search in this field simultaneously finds applicants of published patent applications as well as own-
ers of published patents and utility models. Applicants and owners may be natural or legal persons 
(for example, companies).  

Inventor (IN) 

(A) natural person(s) who is (are) the creator(s) and author(s) of an invention. Company names can-
not be searched in this field.  
Naming of inventors is only applicable in the patent procedure; consequently, a search in this field 
does not return any utility model. 

Kind code (PCOD) 

The kind code clearly identifies the different types of documents (for example, published patent ap-
plication, patent specification, utility model). 

Title (TI) 

The designation of the patent application, the patent or the utility model. 

Input options  

Search for Search expression 

< Mikroprozessor > mikroprozessor 

< Mikroprozessor > and < Speicher > mikroprozessor speicher 

< Mikroprozessor > and < Chip > and < Speicher > mikroprozessor chip speicher 

Word string < Speicher für einen Mikroprozessor > “speicher für einen mikro-
prozessor” 

< Mikrowelle > alternative spelling < Microwelle > mi!rowelle 

< Mikroprozessor > alternative spelling < microprocessor > mi!ropro!essor 

< Mikrowelle > alternative spelling < Mikrowellen > mikrowelle# 

< Mikrowelle(n) > alternative spelling < Microwelle(n) > mi!rowelle# 
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Input options  

< Mikrowelle... > alternative spelling < Microwelle... > 
Beispiele: Mikrowelle, Mikrowellenherd, microwellengeeignet 

mi!rowelle? 

< ...mikroprozessor > 
Examples: Mikroprozessor, Sprachmikroprozessor, Multimikro-
prozessor 

?mikroprozessor 

Abstract (AB) 

Concise summary of the technical information contained in the description, the patent claims and the 
drawings. 

Description (DE)  

(searchable only in German, European and WO documents) 
Explanation of the subject matter of the invention, usually supplemented by embodiments of the in-
vention.  

Claims (CL) 

(searchable only in German, European and WO documents)  
Description of the essential subject matter of the invention for which protection is sought. After the 
grant, the claims determine the scope of protection of the invention.  

Full text data (BI) 

A full text search covers the data fields “Description” (DE), “Title” (TI), “Abstract” (AB) and “Claims” 
(CL), however among the available data there are numerous documents with data fields without con-
tent. 

Input options  

Search for Search expression 

Mikroprozessor mikroprozessor 

Mikroprozessor and Speicher mikroprozessor speicher 
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Input options  

Mikroprozessor and Chip and Speicher mikroprozessor chip speicher 

Word string Speicher für einen Mikroprozessor   “speicher für einen mikro-
prozessor” 

Chip and word string Speicher für einen Mikroprozessor chip “speicher für einen mikro-
prozessor“ 

Mikrowelle alternative spelling Microwelle mi!rowelle 

Mikroprozessor alternative spelling microprocessor mi!ropro!essor 

Mikrowelle alternative spelling Mikrowellen mikrowelle# 

Mikrowelle(n) alternative spelling Microwelle(n) mi!rowelle# 

Mikrowelle... > alternative spelling < Microwelle... 
Beispiele: Mikrowelle, Mikrowellenherd, microwellengeeignet 

mi!rowelle? 

...mikroprozessor 
Examples: Mikroprozessor, Sprachmikroprozessor, Multimikro-
prozessor 

?mikroprozessor 

 
Application number (AN) 

The official file number accorded by the patent office to the IP application upon filing. Possible input 
options for application numbers (file reference) are: 

1. 102008015769 
2. “10 2008 015 769” 
3. '10 2008 015 769' 

Country of application (AC) 

The country where the IP application has been filed.  
A list of the two-letter country codes is available at Standard ST.3.  

https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/standards/en/pdf/03-03-01.pdf
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Application date (date of filing) (AD) 

The day of the regular filing of an IP application with the patent office. For the admissible entry for-
mats see the section “Publication date” (above). 

Application year (AY) 

The year of the regular filing of the IP application with the patent office.  

Priority number (PRN) 

The file number of the first application for a patent or a utility model with a patent office which is a 
member of the Paris Union (Paris Convention). Within 12 months, any subsequent applications filed 
with patent offices of the other countries of the Paris Union are treated as if they were filed on the 
same day as the first application (Article 4 of the Paris Convention).  

Country of priority (PRC) 

The country where the first application for a patent or a utility model was filed with a patent office of 
a country of the Paris Union (Paris Convention). 
Within 12 months, any subsequent applications filed with patent offices of the other countries of the 
Paris Union are treated as if they were filed on the same day as the first application (Article 4 of the 
Paris Convention). 

Priority date (PRD) 

The day when the first application for a patent or a utility model was duly filed with a patent office of 
a country of the Paris Union (Paris Convention).  
Within 12 months, any subsequent applications filed with patent offices of the other countries of the 
Paris Union are treated as if they were filed on the same day as the first application (Article 4 of the 
Paris Convention). 
Please refer to the section “Publication date” (see above) for the accepted input formats. 

Priority year (PRY) 

The year when the first application for a patent or a utility model was duly filed with a patent office 
of a country of the Paris Union (Paris Convention).  
Within 12 months, any subsequent applications filed with patent offices of the other countries of the 
Paris Union are treated as if they were filed on the same day as the first application (Article 4 of the 
Paris Convention). 

https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/treaties/textdetails/12633
https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/treaties/textdetails/12633
https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/treaties/textdetails/12633
https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/treaties/textdetails/12633
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Cited patent documents (CT) 

Publication numbers of patent documents identified by patent examiners in the search or examina-
tion procedure.  

Cited non-patent literature (CTNP) 

Publications in the technical journals, books, brochures, catalogues, the Internet, etc. or DIN stand-
ards identified by patent examiners in the search or examination procedure.  

General information about classification fields 

Patent documents whose technical content is covered by the scope of an IPC group of the Interna-
tional Patent Classification (IPC) are allotted the classification symbol of this IPC group. That is why 
you can search for documents using the classification symbols of IPC documents – irrespective of the 
terminology and language used in these documents. To view and search the IPC index and to view 
the IPC places affected by revisions, please use https://depatisnet.dpma.de/ipc/lan-
guage.do?lang=EN. More information about the IPC is available in the corresponding help text. De-
tailed descriptions and examples of patent searches by means of classification symbols are provided 
in DPMAinformativ No. 4 (in German).  

https://depatisnet.dpma.de/ipc/language.do?lang=EN
https://depatisnet.dpma.de/ipc/language.do?lang=EN
https://depatisnet.dpma.de/depatisnet/htdocs/prod/en/ipc_hilfe/index.html
https://www.dpma.de/english/our_office/publications/dpmainformativ/index.html
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General information about the bibliographic IPC fields (ICB, ICM, ICS, ICA, ICI) 

The bibliographic IPC contains the classification symbols that the competent patent offices have allo-
cated to patent documents. The classification symbols are displayed on the first page of any patent 
document under (51) (INID code).  
In the 'bibliographic data record' of DEPATISnet, the bibliographic IPC data are displayed according to 
main, secondary, additional and index classes (ICM, ICS, ICA, ICI). 
After IPC revisions (adaptations of the IPC to the state of technological development) the biblio-
graphic IPC data are, on principle, maintained in DEPATISnet. For this reason, patent documents 
which were published prior to an IPC revision and whose classification symbols were affected by an 
IPC revision can, as a rule, not be retrieved using the latest IPC classification scheme. Rather, the 
search must be based on the IPC classification scheme valid at the time of publication (see, by con-
trast: General information about reclassified IPC fields). 
As the IPC has been used for classifying patent documents not before the early 1970s, just a small 
fraction of earlier published patent documents are searchable by means of the bibliographic IPC. 
However, some of these older documents were subsequently classified later and are searchable via 
the reclassified IPC fields (MC fields) or the search file IPC (ICP) field. 

Bibliographic IPC global field (ICB) 

This field allows simultaneous searching within the following bibliographic IPC fields: main, second-
ary, additional and index classes (ICB = ICM + ICS + ICA + ICI). 

IPC main class (ICM) 

The bibliographic main class identifies the main technical field in which the invention falls and is indi-
cated first on patent documents. 

IPC secondary class (ICS) 

The bibliographic secondary class identifies the technical fields in which the invention falls in addition 
to the IPC main class. It is indicated on patent documents in the second or a later place. 

IPC additional class (ICA) (prior to 2006 referred to as IPC additional information on description) 

Identifies non-trivial technical information in patent documents which is not claimed and does not 
form part of the invention as such but which might constitute a useful information for the searcher. 

https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/standards/en/pdf/03-09-01.pdf
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IPC index class (ICI) 

In specific areas of the IPC it is possible to additionally search for a technical subject matter based on 
a different aspect, using index codes. For example, you can narrow your search for patent documents 
classified according to F21S 8/10 (lighting devices intended for fixed installation in vehicles) to find 
only such documents which include the use of a miniature point light source by simultaneously que-
rying the index group F21Y 101/02 (using the AND operator). 
Indexing codes are allocated exclusively in combination with the classification symbols for which the 
indexing scheme is designed, for example, the index codes of subclass F21Y are only allocated to-
gether with the symbols of subclasses F21L, F21S or F21V. 
To find out if indexing codes have been introduced in a certain IPC area, please see the notes pro-
vided in the relevant classification scheme. 

Note: The ICI field only contains the IPC index classes until February 2006. Since then, IPC index clas-
ses have been saved in the field IPC additional class (ICA) (see information on the field “IPC additional 
class”). 

General information about reclassified IPC fields (MCD, MCM, MCS, MCA)  

Upon each IPC revision (adaptation of the IPC to the state of technological development), all patent 
documents are reclassified that were previously included in the “Master Classification Database” 
(MCD) and were affected by the revision. In the MCD, established by the European Patent Office, all 
patent documents included are assigned currently valid IPC symbols. 
Based on the latest edition/version of the IPC, you can search within the MCD fields and even find old 
patent documents (mainly going back until 1920) that had initially been assigned other classification 
symbols. You can search within the bibliographic IPC fields to find the IPC symbols originally assigned 
by the competent patent office (see “General information about the bibliographic IPC fields”). The 
“bibliographic data record” of DEPATISnet displays reclassified IPC data according to main, secondary 
and additional classes.  

Reclassified IPC global field (MCD) 

This field allows simultaneous searching within the following reclassified IPC fields: MCD main, sec-
ondary and additional classes (MCD = MCM + MCS + MCA). 

MCD main class (MCM) 

The reclassified main class identifies the main technical field in which the invention falls. 

Notes: Data have been entered in the MCM field on a regular basis from publication year 2006 on-
wards, so that only a small fraction of patent documents published prior to 2006 will be included in a 
search covering this field. See also under “MCD secondary class” (MCS). You can limit the search to 
the fields “MCD main class” (MCM) and “MCD secondary class” (MCS) if you are interested exclu-
sively in patent documents in which the searched technical field is part of the invention (both fields 
should be linked by the OR operator). The exclusive search in only one of the fields, MCM or MCS, is 
not recommended. 
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MCD secondary class (MCS) 

The reclassified secondary class identifies the technical fields in which the invention falls in addition 
to the MCD main class. For patent documents published prior to 2006, the former main class will 
mostly be found in this field too. For this and the usage of the field “MCS” see “MCD main class” 
(MCM). 

MCD additional class (MCA) (prior to 2006 referred to as IPC additional information on description) 

Here you can search for the additional classes (additional information) and the index classes within 
the reclassified IPC. For a description of the additional classes please see “IPC additional class” (ICA). 
For a description of the index classes please see “IPC index class” (ICI). 

Search file IPC (ICP) 

The examiners of the DPMA store incoming patent documents in the “search file” under the classifi-
cation place which they consider to be useful for future searches within a specific technical field. This 
classification is called search file IPC and may differ from the bibliographic IPC.  
In the “search file IPC” field, you can conduct searches for DEKLA symbols (German classification ex-
tending the IPC) (example: B60P 1/28 A1), in addition to the standard IPC symbols. If you search using 
standard IPC symbols in this field, you should always bear in mind that the search will not automati-
cally include documents which might exist in subordinate DEKLA groups. For further details, please 
refer to section 7.3 of DPMAinformativ No. 4 (in German). 
DEKLA groups are only searchable in the search file IPC (ICP) field and in the global IC field. 

Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) 

The Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) is a joint classification scheme of the EPO and the USPTO. 
It is based in large part on the existing European Classification System (ECLA) to ensure compliance 
with the IPC standards (International Patent Classification system) adopted by the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO). The CPC comprises nine sections, from A to H and Y, which in turn are 
sub-divided into classes, sub-classes, groups and sub-groups. There are approximately 250,000 classi-
fication entries.  

All classification fields (IC) 

The “all classification fields” (IC) field is a global field and allows simultaneous searching within the 
following classification fields: bibliographic IPC, reclassified IPC and search file IPC (IC = ICB + MCD + 
ICP). The meaning of these three classification fields is described above. 

Input options for classification symbols in the Basic search: 
F17D5/00 
F17D5-00 
F17D0005000000 (standardised)  

https://www.dpma.de/dpma/veroeffentlichungen/dpmainformativ/index.html
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/
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Field available (FA) 

The field “FA” enables you to conduct a search for documents in which certain fields, such as Title 
(TI), IPC Main Class (ICM) or Applicant (PA), are filled with data. 
The search is only possible in the IKOFAX mode. 
Input option: pa/fa 

Field not available (FN) 

The field “FN” enables you to conduct a search for documents in which certain fields, such as Title 
(TI), IPC Main Class (ICM) or Applicant (PA), are not filled with data. 
The search is only possible in the IKOFAX mode. 
Input option: ic/fn 

2.9 Syntax for search expressions 

2.9.1 Search terms 

In this search system, search terms are individual words, not phrases or parts of sentences. 
For this reason, only the following types of search terms are allowed in search expressions: 

Terms 

These are words consisting of letters and digits but not containing word separators. 

Word separators are  

• spaces 
• tabs 
• line feeds 
• sentence separators such as commas, periods, question marks, et cetera 
• hyphens 
• other special characters, for example, ~ or $ 
• operators 

Not being a word separator, the @ character is allowed in terms. 

Terms containing spaces 

You may also use spaces if the search term is enclosed in single quotes.  
Example: 'A01B 3/16'/IC 

Before performing the search, the system will transform the character string enclosed in single 
quotes into a standardised format without spaces using field-specific standardisation rules.  
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Umlaut 

If you enter an umlaut (ä, ö, ü), the search will also include terms with the basic vowel (a, o, u). Thus, 
when searching for “Fußböden”, the search will also return results containing “Fußboden” and 
“Fußboeden”. But please note: If you enter “Fußboeden” the search will not return “Fußboden”. 

Phrase search (word sequence) 

If you want to find only documents that contain a specific sequence of words in the title, enclose this 
sequence of words in single quotes or double quotes.  
Example: “Verfahren zur Herstellung von Lacken“ or 'Verfahren zur Herstellung von Lacken'. 

2.9.2 Truncation characters (wildcards) 

? for any number of characters or no 
characters 

! for precisely one character 

# for one character or no characters 

Truncated terms are allowed in the following fields:  

• publication number 
• priority number 
• application number 

Entering truncation characters is only allowed for publication number, priority number and 
applicant number when the standardised number is entered,  
for example PN=DE0000017251!!U, not however PN=DE17251!!U. 

• IPC symbols 

After a left truncation or setting of a wildcard at the left edge, no further truncations/wildcards are 
allowed. 

Allowed entries: 

• !!!zen 
• ##hahn 
• ?zeug 

Invalid entries: 

• !o!zen 
• ?zeug? 
• ?ze!g 
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2.9.3 Operators 

Use the following operators in the search expressions. 

Boolean operators 

AND logical AND 

OR logical OR 

NOT logical NOT 

Search term 1 AND search term 2 
All documents containing both search terms are search results. 

Search term 1 OR search term 2 
All documents containing at least one of the two search terms are search results. 

NOT search term 
All documents which do not contain the search term are search results. 

Comparison operators 

> greater than  

< less than  

= equal to  

>= greater than or equal to  

<= less than or equal to  

 
You can use comparison operators to limit your search to a specific data range – for example to pa-
tents published after 1 January 2010. 

Comparison operators always refer to a field F (indicated by a field operator) and are used for numer-
ical comparison (for example, for date values that are converted into numerical values by standardi-
sation), but can also be applied to all other fields. In the case of fields with a standardisation rule, the 
lexicographical order of the standardised representation applies (for example in the case of docu-
ment numbers or IPC symbols). 
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Comparison operators can be used for full text fields, but they are actually unsuitable because they 
almost certainly will not produce the result you expect because all words in the respective field will 
be included in the comparison. 

/F < [search term] 

The search returns all documents as results in which at least one value occurs in field F which is less 
than the search term. The other comparison operators work similarly. 
Example: /pub < 10.01.2010 , the publication date (pub) is before 10.01.2010 

[Search term] < /F 

The search returns all documents as results that contain at least one value in field F that is greater 
than the search term. The other comparison operators work similarly. 
Example: 10.01.2010 < /pub 

[Lower limit] > /F > [Upper limit] alternatively [Upper limit] < /F < [Lower limit] 

The search returns all documents containing in field F at least one value between the specified upper 
limit and the lower limit as results. If the same operators with a “=” are used for the upper or lower 
limit, for example “>=”, the value can also be identical with the upper or lower limit. 

Examples: 01.01.2010<=/pub<=30.01.2010 (publication date from 01.01.2010 to 30.01.2010, 
F01C9/00<=/ic<=F01C11/00 (IPC search in the range from F01C9/00 to F01C11/00) 
(Please enclose the IPC symbol in single quotes in the search for IPC areas, as in this example: 
'F01C9/00'<=/ic<='F01C11/00'.) 

Proximity operators 

(W) The combined search terms are in the specified order with no words between them. 

(NOTW) 
The combined search terms are close to each other in the specified order, but not im-
mediately next to each other. 
Please note the search examples! 

(#W) # defines the maximum number of words between the search terms. The order of the 
search terms corresponds to the order typed. 

(A) The search terms combined by this operator may occur in any order with no words 
between them. 
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(#A) # defines the number of words between the search terms. The order of the search 
terms is not relevant; # may be zero. 

(P) The search terms combined by this operator occur within the same paragraph. 

(L) The combined terms must occur within the same subsection (segment) of a field.  

(D) 
The search terms combined by this operator may consist of one word or of two con-
secutive words; this can be performed in one search query.  
Please note the search examples!  

[search term 1] (W) [search term 2] 
Finds all documents as results in which search term 2 directly follows search term 1. 

([Search term 2] and ([Search term 1] (NOTW) [Search term 2])) 
Finds all documents as results in which search term 2 does not directly follow search term 1. 

[Search term 1] (nW) [Search term 2] 
Finds all documents as results in which search term 2 follows search term 1 with not more than n 
words between the two terms. 

[Search term 1] (A) [Search term 2] 
Finds all documents as results in which search term 2 directly follows search term 1 or vice versa, i.e. 
in contrast to (W) the order of the terms is not relevant. 

[Search term 1] (nA) [Search term 2] 
Finds all documents as results in which not more than n words occur between the two search terms; 
the order of the two search terms is not relevant. 

[Search term 1] (P) [Search term 2] 
Finds all documents as results in which both search terms are within the same paragraph. 

[Search term 1] (L) [Search term 2] 
Finds all documents as results in which both search terms are in the same subsection of the data field 
(segment).  

The L operator will prompt the system to put your entries in the desired relationship to each other 
during the search. 
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Example: 
Anna Meier from Lemgo and Bernd Huber from Olpe are joint applicants of the invention “XY”. 
The invention “YZ” was jointly applied for by Anna Huber from Kehl and Bernd Meier from Lahr.  
If you search for “Anna Huber” in the field “Applicant/Owner”  
< (Anna(L)Huber)/PA >, 
the search returns only the (correct) result regarding the invention “YZ”. The search would also re-
turn this result if you enter < (Kehl(L)Huber)/PA > or < (Anna(L)Kehl)/PA >. 
It is true that the invention “XY” also contains the components “Anna” and “Huber” in the data field 
“Applicant/Owner”, but not in the same subsection (segment) (since here the family name “Meier” is 
assigned to the given name “Anna”).  
Other examples of segments are combined index classes (consisting of several IPC symbols) or prior-
ity data (consisting of date, country and number). 

Field operators 

In DEPATISnet, some data fields – such as title, abstract, publication number or publication date – are 
combined into field groups. Field groups are for example “Applicant/Owner” and “Inventor” (these 
are the only fields containing names), all IPC symbols (IC) or full text (BI). Use the field operator to re-
strict the use of a search term to one field F or several fields F1, F2, ..., Fn. 

• < Search term >/F 
• < Search term >/F1, F2….,Fn 

Examples: 

< Schulte/PA > finds publications of the applicant/owner “Schulte”. 
< Schulte/PA,IN > searches both in the field “Applicant/Owner” and in the field “Inventor” (IN). 
< Motor/TI > finds publications with the term “Motor” in the title. 
< Motor/TI,CL > finds publications with the term “Motor” in both the title and the claims. 
< Motor/TI,DE > searches in the both the field “Title” and in the field “Description”. 
< Motor/TI,CL,AB > searches in the fields “Title”, “Claims”, “ Abstract”. 
< Motor/BI > searches in the full text: title, claims, abstract, description. 
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3. Result list 

3.1 Contents of the result list 

The results of your search are initially displayed, in tabular form, as a result list.  

Note: The maximum number of results that can be displayed in the result list is 10,000. If the number 
of results exceeds 10,000, the 10,000 documents displayed in the result list are a random selection of 
all the matches returned. 

Your search terms are shown in bold and highlighted in the selected text fields of the result list. 

You can use the column headers to specify how your list is to be sorted, for example, by applicant, 
publication date, classes. You can adjust the column width individually. 

You can further reduce or refine the number of documents contained in the result list by replacing or 
removing documents belonging to a patent family. As a consequence, only one document per patent 
family will be displayed. 

For performing the operation “Replace family members”, all documents of the respective patent fam-
ily are taken as a basis irrespective of your search query. If the button “Family members – remove” is 
selected, only those documents resulting from your search query will be considered. 
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The command “Replace family members” is especially useful for searches for IPC codes.  
Example:  
The search query ICM=A61N5/04 AND PY=2019 returns a result list with 17 data records, including 
also the Chinese document CN105879238. 

If you select the command “Remove family members”, the Chinese document remains in the new re-
sult list. If you select “Replace family members”, the international publication WO2007092610 in Eng-
lish is displayed instead of the Chinese-language document. This publication has not been assigned 
IPC place A61N5/04. 

The following table shows the order on which the selection is based: 

German user interface   English user interface   

1. DE / Code C# 1. WO 

2. DE / B# 2. EP / B# 

3. DE / T# 3. EP / A# 

4. DD / C# 4. US / B# 

5. DD / B# 5. US / E# 

6. DD / A# 6. US / A# 
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German user interface   English user interface   

7. DD / T# 7. JP / AA 

8. DE / A# 8. GB / C# 

9. DE / U# 9. GB / B# 

10. DD / U# 10. GB / A# 

11. WO 11. KR / AA 

12. EP / B# 12. FR / B# 

13. EP / A# 13. FR / A# 

14. AT / B# 14. DE / C# 

15. CH / B# 15. DE / B# 

16. AT / A# 16. DD / C# 

17. CH / A# 17. DD / B# 

18. AT / U# 18. DD / A# 

19. US / B# 19. DD / T# 

20. US / E# 20. DE / A# 

21. US / A# 21. DE / U# 

22. JP / AA 22. DD / U# 

23. GB / C# 23. AT / B# 

24. GB / B# 24. CH / B# 

25. GB / A# 25. AT / A# 

26. KR / AA 26. CH / A# 

 27. AT / U# 
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Result list configuration 
In the search forms and on the result list you have the option to customise your result list in the sec-
tion below the button “Hide result list configuration”: Tick the check boxes which correspond to the 
columns to be displayed on your result list. 
You can choose the following columns: “Publication number”, “Application date”, “Publication date”, 
“IPC main class”, “IPC secondary /index classes”, “CPC”, “Reclassified IPC (MCD)”, “Search file IPC”, 
“Inventor”, “Applicant/Owner”, “Title”, “Abstract” and “Sequence listings”. 
The column “Publication number” is set by default. Your selected result list configuration will be 
stored for the next time you log into DEPATISnet. 

Opening PDF documents 

Three columns are available to you for opening documents: 

• 1st page 
• Entire document 
• Searchable text 

A PDF file symbol displayed in the result list will show you whether a document is available in PDF. 
Click on this symbol to open this document. 
For publications containing the country code “DE”, “DD”,”EP”, “WO” or “US” in the publication num-
ber, you can choose between documents in image PDF and text PDF formats.  

Please note that the “DE” original documents fed into DEPATISnet before the 24th calendar week of 
2014 are available as image file (TIFF) only but not as searchable text. Likewise, some of the “EP” and 
“WO” original documents are not available as text PDF files. 

Original document: 

You can choose between the following two document views: 

Opening the PDF file via the “1st page” column. The page-by-page display of a full document in the 
original layout.  
The number of the pages of the document is displayed at the top left corner. Use the navigation but-
tons to move from page to page. Click on the link “Load entire document” in the top line if you want 
to see the entire document without the scroll function. 

Opening via the “Entire document” column. The complete display of a document in the original lay-
out without page-by-page restriction. 

Searchable text: 

You will have the complete document contents displayed, prepared for full text searching. 
No drawings are displayed in the text PDF documents. Use the search function to find specific words. 
You can save or print this version just like the original document. 

https://depatisnet.dpma.de/DepatisNet/depatisnet?window=1&space=menu&content=index&action=index&switchToLang=en
https://depatisnet.dpma.de/DepatisNet/depatisnet?window=1&space=menu&content=index&action=index&switchToLang=en
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Patent family search: 

Click on the “Search” button to start a patent family search with respect to a specific result in the col-
umn “Patent family search”. 

3.2 Save result list and results 

To save the result list click the link “Download result list”.  
You can choose between the formats CSV and XLS to save the result list. To get a clear layout it is ad-
visable to save the result list in an Excel file. 

During the saving process, hyperlinks will be created for the original document as well as the searcha-
ble text.  
You can download the original documents of a result list in PDF format. It is advisable to first select 
the relevant results and then download and save the result list displayed. Please note that the down-
load of PDF documents is limited to 100. 

In all available download options of results or result lists, the respective search string is always indi-
cated too. For XLS and CSV formats, the search string is displayed in the first line of the file, for a PDF 
document it is displayed as an additional txt file in the zip archive.  

If you have edited a result list after the actual search query, for example, by clicking “Family members 
– remove” or “Family members – replace”, this will also be displayed in the search string. 

How the search string is displayed depends on the chosen search mode: 

• Basic, Advanced and Expert = Expert search syntax  
• Ikofax = Ikofax syntax 
• Family = DokID (document identification) 

3.3 Portioning of the result list  

You can select from the dropdown list “Results/Page” the number of results per page – between 25 
and 250. Within the result list, you can go to the previous and next page and jump to the first and last 
page of the result list. 
The total number of results will be displayed. The result list is arranged by default in the order of the 
publication number (country codes in ascending order, numbers in descending order). 
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3.4 Highlighting 

As soon as you switch from the display of bibliographic data – even after a previous family search – or 
from the display of the PDF document of a particular result to the display of your result list, the result 
of the most recently opened bibliographic data or the most recently opened document will be high-
lighted (in the figure below, no. 2 has been opened).  

4. Document display 

When you have identified relevant documents during your search in DEPATISnet, the following dis-
play options are provided: 

• display of bibliographic data 
• display of the entire document page-by-page 
• full display of the entire document 
• display of the searchable text 

4.1 Bibliographic data 

Clicking the underlined publication number in the result list will open the screen “Bibliographic data”. 
This page contains detailed information, for example, details on the applicant or applicants or on the 
filing date. 

Here you will also find buttons to access DPMAregister database for documents protected in Ger-
many. For foreign documents, you can access the INPADOC data.  

https://www.epo.org/searching-for-patents/data/bulk-data-sets/inpadoc.html
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Determining citing documents  

A list of the citing patent documents can be displayed via the link “Determine documents” on the bib-
liographic data screen. 
As the number of citing documents may increase over time, the stock of data will be checked on a 
daily basis each time the link “Determine documents” is clicked and the data record will be reloaded. 

4.2 Display of the complete document page by page 

Click on the PDF icon in the column “1st page” of the result list to view the complete document page 
by page in the original layout. 
For this purpose, you need the Adobe Reader plugin for your browser. 

Selecting a specific document part – referred to as sub-documents – in the horizontal link bar will 
take you directly to the first page of the following document parts: 

• Bibliographic data 
• First page 
• Abstract 
• Search report 
• Description 
• Claims 
• Drawing 
• Additional Abstract 

The PDF single page display allows you to go to the first page of the next document or previous docu-
ment on the result list, by using the << and >> buttons. 
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If no PDF file exists for the following or previous document, you will get a corresponding message. In 
this case you have the alternative option of viewing the bibliographic data of the current document 
instead of the PDF file, by clicking on the link “here” in the message “As an alternative you can view 
the bibliographic data. Please click ‘here’ ”. 

If a result list consists of several pages, you can navigate through the entire result list in the PDF win-
dow using the << and >> symbols, that means even beyond the limit of the individual result list pages. 
When scrolling in the PDF window, the result list is refreshed so that the current document is always 
visible in both windows that are open, PDF display and result list. 

You can get a quick overview of the drawings of a document by using the 1x1 as well as 2x2 or 3x2 
symbols. The drawings are significantly smaller than the original pages. 

We recommend loading the full document to save or print the complete document. 

4.3 Full display of the document 

To fully load the document without page-by-page restriction please follow these instructions: 

1. Click on the PDF icon in the column “Entire document” of the result list 

or 

2. start the document display (page-by-page display) as usual 

a. in the column “1st page” in the result list by clicking the PDF icon (see previous section) or 

b. click the button “PDF show” (at bottom of page) on the bibliographic data screen. 

Activate the link “Load entire document” above the PDF document. 

The selected document will be loaded completely and provided to you for all Adobe Reader standard 
features (bookmarking, viewing, printing, saving). 

You can then navigate to the next or previous full document with the >> or << symbol. 

You can also switch to the first or last full document with the l<< or >>l symbol. 
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4.4 Display of the searchable text 

By clicking on the PDF icon in the result list column “Searchable text”, a machine-readable document 
is opened. In this document you can search for individual terms. In the more recent applications, 
these terms will also be highlighted in colour. 

4.5 Display quality 

You can choose different resolutions – 100 dpi, 150 dpi and 300 dpi – to view and print documents. 
Please note that downloading pages in 300 dpi resolution is more time consuming (increased data 
volume). 

You have found data errors in DEPATISnet (for example, missing pages in a document or incomplete 
bibliographic data)? 
You can report missing or incorrect data via e-mail by clicking the “Data error report” button. 

5. IPC and DEKLA 

The help pages of the International Patent Classification (IPC) contain a manual for the International 
Patent Classification (IPC) including the German patent classification extending the IPC (DEKLA) in DE-
PATISnet as well as a description of the system and use of the classification symbols. 

6. FAQ 

Why can't I find any publications of multiple applicants/owners or multiple inventors? 

Please note the following for name searches: 
The “Applicant/Owner” or “Inventor” data field comprises entries on a list corresponding to the num-
ber of applicants/owners or inventors. 
An entry on the list contains the family name and the given name, or the name of the company, and 
partly also residence/domicile/seat (town, country code).  
If you use more than one search term for a search in these data fields the “(L)” operator will be ap-
plied automatically. The search finds only such publications containing all the search terms entered in 
the same entry on the list – not in the entire data field. The order of the search terms is irrelevant.  
Example: “Peter Schmidt” is entered in the “Applicant/Owner” search field. The search finds appli-
cants/owners such as “Schmidt Peter”, “Schmidt Hans-Peter”, “XYZ Peter Schmidt GmbH” ... It does 
not find multiple applicants/owners “Schmidt Klaus und Meier Peter”.  
  

https://depatisnet.dpma.de/DepatisNet/depatisnet?window=1&space=menu&content=index&action=index&switchToLang=en
https://depatisnet.dpma.de/depatisnet/htdocs/prod/en/ipc_hilfe/index.html
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In the Basic mode, it is not possible to find multiple applicants/owners of which only the given names 
of the members are known. A search in the Expert mode may provide a solution: “PA=Meier AND 
PA=Schmidt” 

 

Why is the title or main claim/abstract of a German patent/utility model also displayed in English 
on the bibliographic data page, although no respective translation has been filed at the DPMA? 

Within the scope of the exchange of documents scheme between the DPMA and the European Pa-
tent Office (EPO), the EPO translates the title or main claim/abstract of newly published DPMA docu-
ments (patent applications, patents, utility models) into English. Through the exchange of documents, 
these translations are sent back to the DPMA, where they are integrated into the DEPATISnet data-
base. 

 

How can I formulate a search query for chemical substances? 

The answer to this question is best explained by giving an example: 
You want to perform a full text search for documents which contain the chemical substance << 2-(4-
tert.Butylphenyl)-5-(4-biphenylyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazol >> 
Expert search: 
BI = ( 2(W)4(W)tert(W)Butylphenyl(W)5(W)4(W)biphenylyl(W)1(W)3(W)4(W)oxadiazol ) 
IKOFAX search: (two options – with or without the W operator): 
( 2(W)4(W)tert(W)Butylphenyl(W)5(W)4(W)biphenylyl(W)1(W)3(W)4(W)oxadiazol )/BI 
( 2 4 tert Butylphenyl 5 4 biphenylyl 1 3 4 oxadiazol )/BI 

 

How can I perform a search for an IPC range which covers several IPC classes? 

The answer to this question is best explained by an example:  
You want to find documents which contain the IPC from F01C 1/00 to F01C 19/00.  
This search is only possible in the Ikofax mode. 
Example Ikofax mode: 'F01C 1/00' <= /ic <= 'F01C 19/00' 

 

How to display the current legal and procedural status information of a DE or EP document? 

Click on the publication number in the respective column of the result list to display the “Biblio-
graphic data”. 
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Now you can click on the button “Register data” below the bibliographic data to display a register ex-
cerpt containing the current legal and procedural status of a document in the DPMA register, starting 
from a filing date in 1988. 

 

Why is it not possible to find an Offenlegungsschrift (first publications of patent applications) for 
divisional applications? 

Divisional patent applications will only be published if no complete Offenlegungsschrift (first publica-
tion of the patent application) has been produced for the parent application. 

 

My search result contains the message “A random selection of 10,000 hits is being displayed. You 
can narrow your search by adding more search criteria.” What shall I do? 

Please go back to the Basic search and narrow your search. 
Here, you can enter, for example:  
DE in the field “Publication number”. 
This will limit your search results to German publications 

and/or 

• enter a year in the field “Publication date” to limit your result list to a specific time period. 
j-2009 (only finds documents from 2009) 
You can refine your search even further by entering the below time periods. However, nar-
rowing a prior art search in this way is only useful if you want to limit the total number of re-
sults displayed to under 10,000: 
q1-2009 (finds documents from the first quarter of 2009) 
m01-2009 (finds documents from January 2009) 
kw01-2009 (finds documents from the first calendar week in 2009) 
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I get the message that the search timed out. What can I do? 

The maximum search time is often exceeded if a search query is performed, in the Expert or IKOFAX 
mode, that contains several truncated IPC symbols or truncated terms in the text fields. In these 
cases, please check your search query and, if necessary, adjust it by splitting up your search query. In 
the IKOFAX mode, it is in most cases also possible to remain within the time limit by entering an “x” 
after the field name (this only applies to the classification fields). Example: (h04n? or h01?)/icmx 
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